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SELF STUDY PROCESS 

A. Organization for the Work of Self Studying – Written  

1. Identify the members of the E3 Leadership Team. 
2. Identify the members of each E3 Home Group. 
3. Identify the members of each E3 Integral Group. 

B. Chronicling the Process of Self Studying – Written 

Note:  For each formal meeting that has to do with Self Studying, include a “Process Form.”  The form 

should be completed at the time of a meeting and then arranged according to the Chapters of E3 in 

chronological order – beginning with the most recent meeting and extending back to the first meeting.  

These forms are to be kept in this chapter of E3.  (Duplicate and use the E3 Process Form[PF].  Keep these 

forms separate from the Self Study, preferably in a binder.) 

 

C. Gathering Data  [‘Data’ refers to student work and to the facts of school experience.] – Written  

1. Gather representative student work, in all courses. 
2. Construct the Data Library 

Note:  The Data Library is kept separately from the Self Study in electronic format. 

 

CHAPTER 1 – Introduction to the School 
 

A. Introduction 

1.   Name of School:                                                                                             WCEA School Code:   

2.  Address:              

3.  School’s Year of Inception:  

4.  Nature of the School:  [check the appropriate option, per category] 

Ownership Gender Educational Thrust   

_____   Diocesan* _____   All Female _____   College Preparatory 

_____   Parochial* _____   All Male _____   Comprehensive 

_____   Religious* _____   Coeducational _____    Other (specify)   

_____   Lay Group (Identification of this Owner):   
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5.  Governance Structure:  [check the appropriate option] 

_____  Policy Board         _____   Advisory Board/Council   

_____  Board of Limited Jurisdiction*       _____   Consultative Board/Council 

_____  Other (specify) 

*i.e., with reserve powers to the Owner (i.e., Diocese, Parish, Religious Congregation, Other [canonical, 

Juridic Person]) 

 

6.  School’s Administrative Structure:   [check the appropriate option] 

_____   President and Principal  _____   Principal  _____   Other (specify) 

 

7.  INSERTION of School’s Organizational Flow Chart (1 sheet) after this page. 

 

B. Student Demographics 

      Include a chart indicating a three year breakdown of the following: 

1. Enrollment 

2. Catholic Composition 

3. Gender Composition   

4. Racial Composition 

5. International Students (overall # and this # disaggregated according to country of origin) 

 

C. School Personnel Demographics 

1.  Administrative Personnel (Include a chart indicating the following) 

o Names and position titles and years in the position of the members of the administration 

o Indicate f/t or p/t for each administrator 

2. Faculty and Staff (Include a chart indicating the following) 

o Number of faculty 

o Years of service at the school 

o Catholic Composition 

o Gender Composition 
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o Ethnic Composition 

o Composition with: 

 Credential 

 Master’s Degree 

 Doctorate 

o Staff Personnel (Number of full time and part time classified staff) 

2.  Board/Council – Provide 

o Standing committees 

o Meeting Frequency 

3.  Identify any Parent Organization  

o List the function(s)  

4.  Identify any Alumni Organization 

o Describe the Alumni Organization and its major function(s) 

 

D. Brief History of the School 

This category requires a brief narrative — no more than a paragraph — that includes defining 
events/features in the school’s life from its inception to the current moment. 

 

E. Most Significant Developments in School Life since the Last Self Study  

Bullet format, limited to 5 – 7 
 

CHAPTER II – SCHOOL PURPOSE 
NOTE:  This purpose is understood to be comprised of a Mission Statement, a Philosophy Statement, and 

Integral Student Outcomes (ISOs).  Also, if the school has a vision or motto, it is fitting to insert it here and 

to provide a brief explanation of it. 

A. Include the SCHOOL’S MISSION STATEMENT  [Insert Mission Statement] 

 

B. Include the SCHOOL’S PHILOSOPHY STATEMENT  [Insert Philosophy Statement] 

Tell how the Mission and Philosophy Statements were created and/or reviewed, and then tell how they 

are promulgated in school life. 

C. Include the SCHOOL’S INTEGRAL STUDENT OUTCOMES (ISOS)  [Insert ISOs] 

Explain how the Integral Student Outcomes were created and/or reviewed, and then tell how they are 

integrated in school life. 
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CHAPTER III –FINDINGS 

A. Catholic Identity Standards 

The school is Catholic, approved by the Local Ordinary (Canon 803), providing authentic Catholic teaching, 

opportunities for community worship and participation in the Sacraments, and promoting evangelization 

and service to the community. 

 

Summary  

[After thorough discussion/analysis of the eight (8) Standards of Catholic Identity (based on the Key 

Questions), write a global concise 1-2 page summary that reflects the school’s evaluation of itself in 

relation to this principle with direct reference to the standards. Summary must not exceed two pages] 

Key Strengths  

[Bullet list of Key Strengths with a brief rational for each which includes citation references to the Data 

Library in support of each Key Strength] 

Key Growth Areas 

[Bullet list of Key Growth Areas with a brief rational for each which includes citation references to the Data 

Library in support of each Key Growth Areas.] 

B. School Organization Standards 

Summary  

[After thorough discussion/analysis of the five (5) Standards of School Organization (based on the Key 

Questions), write a global concise 1-2 page summary that reflects the school’s evaluation of itself in 

relation to this principle with direct reference to the standards. Summary must not exceed two pages]  

Key Strengths  

[Bullet list of Key Strengths with a brief rational for each which includes citation references to the Data 

Library in support of each Key Strength] 

Key Growth Areas 

[Bullet list of Key Growth Areas with a brief rational for each which includes citation references to the Data 

Library in support of each Key Growth Areas.] 

C. Teaching and Learning Standards 

Summary  

[After thorough discussion/analysis of the four (4) Standards of Teaching and Learning (based on the Key 

Questions), write a global concise 1-2 page summary that reflects the school’s evaluation of itself in 

relation to this principle with direct reference to the standards. Summary must not exceed two pages] 
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Key Strengths  

[Bullet list of Key Strengths with a brief rational for each which includes citation references to the Data 

Library in support of each Key Strength] 

Key Growth Areas 

[Bullet list of Key Growth Areas with a brief rational for each which includes citation references to the Data 

Library in support of each Key Growth Areas.] 

D. Student Support Standards 

Summary Paragraph 

[After thorough discussion/analysis of the four (4) Standards of Student Support (based on the Key 

Questions), write a global concise 1-2 page summary that reflects the school’s evaluation of itself in 

relation to this principle with direct reference to the standards. Summary must not exceed two pages] 

Key Strengths  

[Bullet list of Key Strengths with a brief rational for each which includes citation references to the Data 

Library in support of each Key Strength] 

Key Growth Areas 

[Bullet list of Key Growth Areas with a brief rational for each which includes citation references to the Data 

Library in support of each Key Growth Areas.] 

E. Material Stewardship 

Summary Paragraph 

[After thorough discussion/analysis of the seven (7) Standards of Material Stewardship (based on the Key 

Questions), write a global concise 1-2 page summary that reflects the school’s evaluation of itself in 

relation to this principle with direct reference to the standards. Summary must not exceed two pages] 

Key Strengths  

 [Bullet list of Key Strengths with a brief rational for each which includes citation references to the Data 

Library in support of each Key Strength] 

Key Growth Areas 

 [Bullet list of Key Growth Areas with a brief rational for each which includes citation references to the Data 

Library in support of each Key Growth Areas.] 

 

Discerning Areas for Critical Growth 

Areas for Critical Growth (bulleted list) 
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CHAPTER IV – Educational Improvement Plan 
A. Implementation of the Prior Plan from the last Self Study 

[In narrative form, insert a written summary of the accomplishment of each part of the revised Action Plan 

from the last Accreditation Visit.  Summarize each goal in a single paragraph.  Include the mid-term 

progress report if one was required as a result of the last Accreditation Visit.  Provide a one-paragraph 

summary of any goals added to the Action Plan since the last Visit.] 

B. Current Educational Improvement Plan (EIP) 

[Use the Action Plan Template provided below] 
 

1. Area for Critical Growth  #Fill in 

2. Goal of the Action Plan 

3. Rational for the Action Plan  (Based on findings in Chapter III with appropriate references to data 

from the Data Library) 

4. Action Steps:  

5. Acting Agents: 

6. Necessary Resources: 

7. Ways of Assessing Progress: 

8. Ways of Reporting Progress: 

9. Timeline for Completion: 

 

 

 

 


